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Just found a great online resource for the State Jural Assemblies to use to research the founding 
documents of their respective States so long as they clearly recognize the context of this publication 
in 1906 and the nature of the incorporated entity doing business as "THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA" which is being referenced.

In 1906 the rats had just finished their preparations to declare the Scottish interloper doing business 
as "The United States of America, Inc." bankrupt the following year, so they had need to boot up a 
new replacement which they based in Puerto Rico following the Insular Tariff cases that got pushed 
through the United States Supreme court from 1900-1905. These were seminal cases that allowed 
them to run things offshore--- Hooven and Allison v. Evatt, Downes v. Bidwell, et alia.  So this is the 
"new" version of the swindle: THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (INC.) chartered in Puerto Rico under 
Spanish Law of the Inquisition in 1906. 

The use that these Vermin made of the information contained in this book was purely criminal and 
anti-American, but in the process they compiled information about both the actual founding 
documents and the organic laws of the individual States.  You have to be careful because they refer 
to States of States, i.e., "Confederate States" as "States"--- instead of calling them what they are: 
commercial corporations, and this requires patient discernment. People have to think about what is 
really under discussion (creating a foreign corporation to form a Holding Company for foreign States 
of States) in this book, as a book, or they will be confused-- but as a resource for historical 
documents of the various States, it's handy for sure! 
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See this article and over 1700 others on Anna's website here: www.annavonreitz.com

To support this work look for the PayPal button on this website.
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